**Writing**
All resources in the J2E Writing Folder

Last Thursday was St George’s Day. This week’s tasks are all to do with this – you’ll be learning the story of St George and the Dragon and telling your own version, revising noun phrases and then designing your own dragon! See the Writing Tasks file in the J2E folder for more information.

**Reading**
All resources in the J2E Reading Folder

We would like you to use your Fiction Express Login and read Chapter 4 of ‘Takeover’. You can also find this in the Reading folder on J2E. There are two versions – the Lite version is a bit easier.

Then answer the quiz questions on that chapter on the Fiction Express website.

We would also like you to read at least one of your school reading books.
Continue reading a bedtime book. Perhaps a grown-up could read this to you, or if you feel comfortable you could read some of it to them.

**Mathematics**
All resources in the J2E Maths Folder

**Measurement**
This week your teachers would like you to do some measuring of weight! Can you make some cakes? Can you measure out the ingredients. Add a photo of your end outcome to your J2E page.

In addition, we would like you to find something that weighs 20 grams, something that weighs 250g, something that weighs 500 grams, something that is 1000 grams and something that is more than 1000 grams.

How many grams are in a kilogram? How many grams in 2 kilograms.

**Spelling**
All resources in the J2E SPAG Folder

This week’s words:

animals
around
different
found
friends
know
magic
night
laugh
please

Try the Word Shapes activity in the SPAG folder.

Silly Sentences: Write 3 or more silly sentences using as many of your words as you can.

There, Their and They’re

This week we would like to think about the homophones for there. Watch the video on the link below and try the quiz.
If you’d like to do more there’s a worksheet in the SPAG folder.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqhpk2p/articles/z3cxrwx

**PE**
Are you doing Joe Wicks every morning and keeping super fit? He is on at 9am every day!

**Roots and Shoots (Linked to science)**
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03pcv3h

**Every day you should be chanting your 2, 5 and 10 x table**

This week we would like you to know all of your double off by heart

Double 1 = Double 7 =
Double 2 = Double 8 =
Double 3 = Double 9 =
Double 4 = Double 10 =
Double 5 =
Double 6 =
Learning Project – to be completed throughout the week

Science / Topic

Plants

Your PE lesson this week is linked to your new Science theme plants.

This week on your walks with your family we would like you to go for a walk around your local area, we would like you to draw, sketch, photograph and find as many plants and flowers as you can. We would like you to name these plants and flowers. (daisy, bluebell, oak tree etc...)

Watch:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=a+tree+is+a+plant+book&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3da%2btree%2bis%2ba%2bplant%2bbook%26FORM%3dHRSC3&view=detail&mid=73E9BC708D240837A68473E9BC708D240837A684&&FORM=VDRVRV

Which trees did you find that are deciduous and evergreen? You learnt about deciduous and evergreen in Year 1, can you remember what they mean? Can you label you tree pictures from your walk as deciduous or evergreen?

This week we would also like you to plant a potato. https://www.potatogoodness.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Growing-Potatoes-at-Your-School-Handout-.pdf

What do you think you will need to help your potato to grow? In your home/ school book we would like you to record the different things that a seed will need to grow. Can you keep a diary?

Additional learning resources parents may wish to access:

Check out the website links in the Home Learning Whole School folder in J2E – there are lots of resources for you to access, including,

- BBC Bitesize Daily Learning – daily activities for English, Maths and Topic
- Oak National Academy – another set of daily activities
- SingUp at Home – this singing website has lots of songs on for you do to at home
- Young Voices at Home – lots of singing and dance sessions from the organisation behind Young Voices, our annual choir event.